MOHAMMED   AND   CHARLEMAGNE
refuge on Torcello, Murano, and Mazzorbo. The refugees from
Padua settled at Malamocco and Chioggia. In the beginning the
group of islands from which Venice was afterwards to rise were
die most sparsely populated: Rialto, Olivolo, Spinalunga, Dorso-
duro were occupied only by a few fishers.1
In the primitive Venetia of the 6th or yth century the religious
centre was Grado, the political centre Heracliana, and die com-
mercial centre Torcello. Escaping from the conquerors on terra
firma, the Byzantine administration still survived, represented by
a few functionaries and tribuni.
Here dwelt a population which was essentially maritime; the
words in which Cassiodorus describes it make us think of the
inhabitants of the primitive Holland. "It looks from a distance as
though the boats were gliding over the meadows, for one does
not see their hulls."2 It will be readily understood that such a life
was favourable to the development of energy and ingenuity. In
the beginning the people lived by fishing and the manufacture of
salt, which their boats carried to the mainland, exchanging it for
corn, The only commercial centre of the region was Comacchio
at the mouth of the Po, which was frequented by Byzantine ships
bringing oil and spices. Comacchio, the seaport for the Po Valley,
doubdess profited by the cessation of the Oriental trade with die
Gulf of Lyons. A commercial treaty which was made about 715
between the city and Luitprand, in which there is mention of pepper,
shows that the port was in communication with the Levant.3
Doubdess the Venetians were quick to imitate their neighbours.
At all events, Venetian commerce developed in the course of the
8th century. In 787-791 their merchants were excluded from
Ravenna at the request of Charlemagne—which proves that they
were not willing to acknowledge him as king of the Lombards;4
and this necessarily meant a closer alliance widi Byzantium. Their
relations with the Emperor could only be advantageous to them;
1 ch. dibhl, Une rfyubUquejatricienne. Venise, p. 5.
.     a DIBHL, Op. tit., p. 7.	* R. BUCHNEft, Op. dt., p. 58.
4 JAEF&-WATTBNBACH, RegeStfi, No. 2480.
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